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The atmosphere was sombre. “Love KL”, in Lagerfeld’s florid
script loomed large over the catwalk, while a calligraphic F, ap-
parently also in his hand, had been stitched into the taupe cat-
walk that comprised the runway. Then a piano started up and
Fran Summers walked out in a vague approximation of what Karl
might have worn had he been a woman: a giant snowy white bow
at the throat crowning a sharply tailored mushroom-coloured
double-breasted jacket. There were more starched white collars,
frock coats, a flash of yellow patent, and of course, ponytails -
all memento mori for one of fashion’s last kings.

As an emotional Silvia Venturini took her bow, David Bowie’s
Heroes boomed out over the audience. Lagerfeld, who had a un-
complicated way with words and wasn’t afraid to roast celebri-
ties grand and ignominious, was famously complimentary of
Bowie. When he died, Lagerfeld told the Associated Press that
Bowie was “a great artist and a timeless fashion icon... who will
remain a reference.”

A video then flashed up on a screen above the catwalk: “54
years together”. It was Karl, being asked to draw a sketch of
himself as he was when he arrived for his first day at Fendi. “Well
that’s prehistoric,” he joked. “You know, in the Sixties, we didn’t
hold back.” He begins drawing himself with a black sharpie: Cer-
ruti hat, long hair, dark glasses, a printed lavalliËre tie, Norfolk
jacket in Scottish tweed in red and yellow, French culottes, boots,
and “a bag I found in Milan.” As he said of Bowie - Lagerfeld
will forever remain a reference. — www.vogue.co.uk

Models present creations during the Fendi women’s Fall/Winter 2019/2020 collection fashion show, yesterday in Milan. —AFP photos


